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Preface

The purpose of this project was to develop software

analysis and display systems for the Generator Test Fac-

ility of the Aero Propulsion Laboratory. This system is

used to evaluate the performance of advanced aircraft

electrical generating systems. The software systems

presented in this thesis comprise a major portion of the

test facility.

I would like to acknowledge the support and guidance

given me by Joseph Walick, Engineering Technician, and

William Borger, Project Engineer, both of the Aero Pro-

pulsion Laboratory. I would also like to thank my wife,

Cherry for her effort in typing this thesis.

Philip G. Gaberdiel
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Abstract

-A software system was specified which would derive the

performance measures of MIL-STD-704B from the test data

provided by the Cenerator Test Facility. This analysis

software system was then designed and implemented. Accuracy

tests on the system demonstrated that very precise measure-

ments of generator performance can be obtained.

A software system was also designed and implemented to

display the analysis results to the user. The display system

employs a Tektronix 4010 terminal in an interactive mode to

present the data. The user, therefore, selects the parti-

cular display and time range to be presented._

Vi



COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF 400 H1Z AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL

GENERATOR TEST DATA

I. Introduction

Background

The Generator Test Facility of the Acro Propulsion

Laboratory is a computer-controlled facility for conducting

performance tests on aircraft electrical generating systems.

The facility has three 350 horsepower motors capable of

providing .,enerator drive speeds up to 30,000 rpm. Elec-

trical loading for the generator under test is supplied by

5 passive load banks, each designed to provide 3-phase,

infinitely variable loads with ratings up to 120 kva, 0.75-

1.0 power factor. The test facility also includes oil and

air systems for supplying cooling to the generator system.

Computer control of a generator test is provided by a

Modcomp minicomputer and a set of test control software.

The software enables the test engineer to program the mini-

computer to ccntrol execution of the generator test. The

minicomputer, via various input/output systems, (1) controls

generator speed and acceleration rate, (2) selects load

bank settings, and (3) performs other contact-closure type

functions related to controlling the generator test. The

1



minicomputer also monitors an array of safety conditions

during generator testing. If any of these conditions exceed

preset limits, the minicomputer invokes automatic test shut-

down procedures.

In summary, a typical generator test consists of

accelerating the generator to a specific operating speed

and then applying a particular electrical load. Figure 1

illustrates the test control system of the Generator Test

Facility. In order to determine the performance of the

generator in response to a particular set of test conditions,

the test engineer must examine the generator output during

the test.

A method for examining the generator output is pre-

cisely the area in which other :renerator test facilities

have had the most difficulties. Electrical measurement

devices such as ammeters, voltmeters, oscilloscopes, oscillo-

graphs, etc. are used to display the generator output.

TIhese devices suffer from basic inaccuracies and slow re-

sponse times. It is also difficult to synchronize the

taking of data exactly with occurrence of the desired test

conditions. Further, in order to examine all three phases

of the generator output, it is often necessary to rerun a

test several times. Generally the performance measurements

which can be determined from the generator output are

limited to those which can be displayed directly by an

electrical instrument. In short, these methods for examining

2
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electrical generator performance suffer from inaccuracy

and inability to adequately measure transient response,

require considerable skill and patience on the part of

the analyst, and are cumbersome and inconvenient.

The Generator Test Facility includes a high speed data

acquisition system to facilitate the task of examining air-

craft electrical generator performance. The data acquisi-

tion system is based on the following scheme. First, a low

level (0-5 volt) a.c. signal is *developed which is pro-

portional to the electrical signal being measured. For

generator phase voltage, a resistive voltage divider is used

to reduce the nominal 115 volts to 5 volts. The phase cur-

rent is first reduced to a lower current level by passing

it through a step-down current transformer. This lower

level current (usually 0-5 amps) is impressed across a

resistive shunt to produce a millivolt signal proportional

to the phase current. This millivolt signal is then ampli-

fied to the desired 0-5 volt level with an instrumentation

amplifier.

The a.c. voltage signals proportional to the generator

output are then each converted to 1 12 bit binary represen-

tation by a high speed (4 microsecond conversion time)

analog-to-digital conversion assembly. An electronics multi-

plexing assembly then formats those binary data words into

serial blocks which each include a reference timing word.

The output of the multiplexing electronics is available as

input to the test facility minicomputer.



One function of test control performed by the mini-

computer is to input and store the output of the data

multiplexing system over the time range specified by the

test engineer. The magnetic disk of the minicomputer is

currently used as a storage device for the generator test

data. Thus at the completion of a test, a digitized repre-

sentation of the output of the generator in response to the

test conditions is stored on a dedicated file of the mini-

computer magnetic disk.

The data acquisition system is illustrated in Figure 2.

The system, from analog-to-digital conversion to storage

on the magnetic disk, operates at a rate of approximately

8800 hertz. This rate Provides a new digitized data pointV every 3113 microseconds or 22 data points per cycle of 400

hertz generator output.

A measure of the performance of the generator in

response to the conditions of a test can be determined by

examining this digitized test data directly. In Drder to

provide a fuller description of the generator performance,

numerical calculations can be performed using the digitized

representation of generator output and the reference timing

word as input. The results of these calculations display

the performance of the generator more clearly to the test

engineer.

The goal of this project was to design and implement

a software system to analyze the data available from the

Generator-Test Facility.
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Objective

The objective of this project was to design and im-

plement a software analysis system for the Generator Test

Facility of the Aero Propulsion Laboratory. The input to

this analysis system is the digitized data blocks produced

by the data acquisition system of the test facility. The

* analysis system must produce a set of electrical measure-

ment calculations which describe the performance of an

aircraft electrical generator system in response to the

conditions of the test.

The software system must also include display routines

which allow the test engineer to examine the results of

the analysis. These routines must be interactive so that

the user can display any analysis results over any time

range.

App roach

This project was accomplished in the following manner.

The first step was to specify a set of analysis compu-

tations to be performed on the generator test data. The

results of these computations provide a measure of the

performance of an aircraft electrical generation system in

response to the conditions of the test. M~ilitary and

industry electrical generator performance standards were

used in selecting the particular set of analysis computa-

( tions that were implemented.
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After the analysis requirements were finalized,

algorithms were chosen which would derive the selected

computations from the generator test data available from

the data acquisition system of the Generator Test Facility.

In most instances, Several algorithms were available to

implement a particular analysis computation. In these

cases, the particular algorithm chosen was selected by

trading off ease of implementation, accuracy, and execu-

tion speed.

Next, a softwvare system was designed to implement the.

required analysis computations using the algorithms selected

in the previous step. This software design stressed an

overall goal of structuring the system into individual

modules each perform- ing a distinct function. The design

also emphasized high. cohesion within each module and low

coupling between modules. A software system which *meets

these design goal.s not only accomplishes the data analysis

task but does so in a very straight forward manner. The

well-designed software system is thus easy to maintain and

therefore can expect a longer useful life.

The software system designed in the previous step was

then implemented. Fully commented source listings of all

routines were generated to document the software analysis

system. A series of tests were conducted to determine the

( accuracy of the algorithms used in the analysis system.

The next step of the project was to devise a method to

present the analysis results to the user.

8



Therefore, next a software system was designed which

displays the results of the data analysis to the test

engineer. The output device used for this display is a

Tektronix 4010 cathode-ray-tube terminal. The terminal's

cross-hair cursor input feature is implemented to allow

the engineer to select the particular analysis computation

and time range to be displayed. Again, a structured design

for the display software was derived to provide easy soft-

ware maintenance. In addition to fully commented source

listings for all display software, a user's manual was

written to aid the test engineer.

The total software system, i.with both analysis and

display features, provides the Generator Test Farility

with a complete and very accurate mechanism for examining

the performance of an aircraft electrical generator under

test. The following text discusses each aspect of this

thesis project in detail.

9



Ii. Analysis Software System

Requirements

The poal of the first phase of this project was to

determine a set of analysis computations which would

represent the performance of an aircraft electrical

generation system. The set of performance parameters were

limited to those dealing with electrical measurements of

400 hertz alternating current (a.c.) waveforms. By

limiting the study to electrical measurements, mechanical

measurements such as torque and heat output are specifi-

cally eliminated. These type measurements are useful in

calculating system efficiencies; however, instruments to

measure these parameters are not currently part of the

Generator Test Facility.

By limiting the study to 400 hertz a.c. parameters,

those dealing with direct current (d.c.) or wild frequency

systems are specifically eliminated. Althouah those type

of systems may have some value in future aircraft electrical

systems, the management of the Aero Propulsion Laboratory

is concentrating future development on 400 hertz a.c.

systems.

The basic source for selecting this set of analysis

computations is TIL-STD-704B, "Military Standard Aircraft

Electric Power Characteristics".(Ref 1) This document

defines standards for aircraft electrical power character-

10



istics present at utilization equipment power-input term-

inals, maintained during operation of the generation

equipment. The purpose of this standard is to provide

voltage and frequency limits and conditions for aircraft

electric power to be used as criteria for system performance.

Documents describing the analysis procedures used in

the test facilities of several generator manufacturers (Ref 2,3)

were examined to determine if their analysis requirements

differ from those given in MIL-STD-704B. No new information

or substantial differences in definition of terms were found

in these reports. Therefore, the set of analysis computa-

tions which are used as design requirements for the analysis

software system are derived from HIL-STD-704B.

The analysis requirements and definitions are as

follows:

1. Frequency - Frequency is equal to the recip-

rocal of the alternation period of the fundamental

of the a.c. voltage. The alternation period2 of

the fundamental is assumed to be equal to the time

difference between two successive negative-to-

positive crossovers of the a.c. voltage. The

unit of frequency is the number of alternations

per second and is designated hertz (liz).

2. A.C. Voltage - The term a.c. voltage refers to

the root mean square (rms) phase to neutral values,

where rms voltage is defined by the formula

11



Vrms (1)

where

T period of alternation

3. Distortion - A.C. distortion is the rms value

of the a.c. waveform exclusive of the fundamental.

A.C. distortion includes the components resulting

from amplitude modulation as well as harmonic and

non-harmonic components.

4. Distortion factor - The a.c. distortion factor

is the ratio of the a.c. distortion to the rms

value of the fundamental component of the wave-

form.

5. Distortion spectrum - The distortion spectrum

quantifies a.c. distortion in terms of the ampli-

tude of each frequency component. The distortion

spectrum includes the components resulting from

amplitude and frequency modulation as well as

harmonic and non-harmonic components of the a.c.

waveform.

6. Frequency transient - The frequency transient

is the locus of values defined by the reciprocals

of sequential alternation periods of the a.c.

voltage, in instances when the frequency departs

from the steady-state value.

7. Voltage surge - The voltage surge is defined

as a transient departure of the peak values of

12



voltage from the peak instantaneous value of the

steady state voltage, persisting for periods in

excess of 500 microseconds, followed by recovery

to within peak values corresponding to steady state.

Surges are caused by load changes, switching, or

power interruptions elsewhere in the system.

8. Voltage spike - The spike is a transient of

total duration normally less than 500 microsecond

and is superimposed on the otherwise unaltered

instantaneous voltage. Because of the liimited

sampling rate of the Generator Test Facility, only

spikes of approximately 250 microseconds or greater

can be accurately measured. Spikes may be charact-

erized in the time domain in terms of voltage with

parameters of duration, risetime, and energy.

9. Voltage unbalance - Voltage unbalance is de-

fined as the maximum difference among phase

voltage magnitudes at the utilization equipment

terminals.

10. Steady state - A steady state condition of a

characteristic is one in which the characteristic

shows only negligible change throughout an arbitrar-

ily long period of time.

Following are several long-term (steady state) generator

performance measurements.

11. Frequency drift - Frequency drift is the slow

and random variation of the controlled frequency

13



level within steady state limits due to such influ-

ences as environmental effects and aging. When

applicable, the time rate of frequency change due

to frequency drift is the frequency drift rate.

12. Frequency modulation - Frequency modulation

is defined as the difference between maximum and

minimum values of I/T, where T is the alternation

period of one cycle of the fundamental of the

phase voltage. When applicable, the rate at

which l/T values repeat cyclically is called the

frequency modulation rate.

Long-term or steady state performance measurements of

this type were not implemented in this project. This is

because the present design of the Generator Test Facility

allows storage of data for times of generally 10 seconds or

less. The long-term measurements given above are normally

computed over a much longer time frame. However, it should

be noted that the transi! nt (short-term) performance of a

generator is more difficult to measure than the steady state

(long-term) performance. It is the transient response which

other generator test facilities have had the most problem

measuring accurately. If in the future the data storage time

span possible with the Generator Test Facility is increased,

steady state measurements should be included as part of the

analysis software system.

Two additional parameters must be determined from the

generator test data in order to accurately describe the elec-

14I
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The next step of this project was to design a set of

analysis software to derive the above-stated performance

measures from the test data produced by the Generator Test

Facility. First, however, design goals had to be specified

for the accuracy of each analysis computation. These goals

were determined by considering the types of analysis to be

performed with the test facility and the built-in error

present in the measurement circuitry.

A major function of the test facility is to compare the

performance of aircraft electrical generating systems against

their design requirements. The requirement specifications

for several advance- generating systems (Refs 4,5,6,7) were

reviewed. The.e systems are typically required to regulate

steady-state volta e to +I volt rms and steady-state fre-

quency to ±1 hertz. These requirements define the worst

case error acceptable froin the entire data acquisition

system. In other words, the data acquisition system must

be accurate enough to detect deviations of at least these

magnitudes. Therefore, the design goal for the accuracy of

the overall data acquisition and analysis system was chosen

as ±0.5 volts rms for volta-e measurements, ±1.0 amps rms

for current measurements, and ±0.5 hertz for frequency

measurements.

However, this overall accuracy is determined by several

factors. For current measurements, the current transformer-

shunt combinations contribute a possible worst case error

16



of ±0.517% of full scale. This error represents ±5.17 volts

for voltage measurements and -1.29 amps for current measure-

ments. Since this amount of inaccuracy is not acceptable,

a detailed calibration procedure was devised for the overall

measuring circuit. Use of the calibration procedure reduces

the har dware measurement error to a negligible amount (±0.054

volts and +0.023 amps). Therefore, the accuracy specifi-

cations given for the overall measurement process were used

as design goals for the analysis software.

Design

Before designing the software for the analysis soft-

ware, algorithms were determined to compute each of the

performance measures selected above. Following is a dis-

cussion of each performance measurement and the algorithm

which is used to derive it.

1. Frequency - Frequency is computed as the reciprocal

of the period of the voltage waveform. The period of the

voltage is taken to be the time difference between successive

positive-sloped zero crossovers of the waveform. However,

the exact time of zero crossover is not known. This is

because data sampling and the generator output are not

synchronized. This unsynchronization means that data points

which correspond with an exact zero crossover are not guar-

anteed (in fact they are extremely rare). Thus the exact

time for a zero crossover must be estimated by interpolating

17



between the data point just prior to crossover and the data

point just after crossover. Figure 3 illustrates the voltage

waveform with data points marked with small triangles.

Figure 4 presents the basis for the following linear inter-

polation used to estimate time of zero crossover.

Z T = ___- (T 2-T 1 ) + T1(4)

Using this linear interpolation assumes that the vol-

tage waveform will be very linear in the short time span

between the known data points. This is a valid assumption

since a pure sine wave is indeed very linear about a zero

crossover. In fact using a data sampling period of 100

microseconds, calculation.s show that the worst case error in

determination of zero crossover of a 400 Hz sine wave is

0.102 microseconds. This represents a theoreticnl worstK case error of 0.000801 in the calculation of the period of the

waveform. Determination of the actual period measurement

error of the analysis software is presented later in this

thesis.

Therefore, to represent frequency of a particular phase

of generator output, values for the period of each cycle of

the voltage waveform are determined using the method stated

above. It is important that these period values be determined

independently for each of the three phases of generator out-

put. This is because the frequency of the individual phases

18
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of the generator output can be different.

2.' RMS values - The root mean square (rms) value of each

cycle of phase voltage must be computed. Equation 1 defines

the rms value of voltage.

A numerical integration technique was devised which

will compute the average (mean) value of the squared phase

voltage data points over each cycle. The rms value is then

found by taking the square root of this mean value.

In addition to rms voltage, the rms value of phase

current is also computed over each cycle. This current value

is useful in displaying the type of electrical load under

which the generator was operating'during the test.

The numerical, integration technique used in rms calcu-Vlations is a modified trapezoidal rule. The basic trape-

zoidal rule requires that data points be equally spaced. This

requirement is met in the generator test data except around

the zero crossovers which occur at the beginning, middle, and

end of each cycle of the waveform. Over these time intervals

of irregular width, the integral is determined by computing

the triangular area under the waveform between the known data

point and the estimated zero crossover. For all other time

Intervals, the normal trapezoidal rule is used. Equation 5

presents the implementation of Equation 1 using this modified

trapezoidal rule for the voltage waveform represented in

Figure 5.

21



s ~~ RIOD ("SUMA + SUMB + SUMC. + SUMD + SUME (5)

where

v2( )
SUMA 1  (t -Ztl) first zero crossover

2

t 10 2 2

SUMB = amP- F, (V (tn+1 ) + V (t n)); positive half
2 n=1 cycle

V 2(t11 ) V2(t1 2)md

SUMC - 2 (Z t -tll1) +' 2 (tl12-Z t2); middle 

22 2 zero
c ro ssove r

~tsamp £ _ V(t + 2

SUMD V2 12 (  ) + V 2(tn)); negative half
cycle

SUME :?122 (Zt3-t final zero crossover

and

PERIOD Z - ; period of alternation

tsamp  tn+1 - tn; time between data samples

A determination of the accuracy of this method for

ca),culating the rms value of a waveform was performed. A

routine implementing this modified trapezoidal rule was

executed (,n a test input consistinq of a software-generated

400 Hz sine wave with data points occurring every

22
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113 microseconds. This test input simulates very accurately

the actual data available from the data acquisition system

of the Generator Test Facilitv. The error in determininq the

rms value of the test input was found to be less than 0.04%.

Determination of the actual voltage and current rms n.easure-

ment errors of the analysis software is presented later Jn

this thesis.

3. Power factor - A value for the power factor of each

cycle of generator output is computed using the definition

given in Equation 3. The numerical integration required in

this equation is implemented using the modified trapezoidal

rule defined in the discussion of rms values.

The preceding analysis computations - frequency, rms

voltage, rms current, and power factor provide the information

necessary to describe the performance of the electrical gen-

erator in response to the conditions of the test. Therefore

the analysis software system processes the raw test data

stored by the data acquisition system on a dedicated file of

the minicomputer's magnetic disk and computes a value for each

of the parameters for each cycle of each of the three phases

of generator output over the entire test time. The results

of this analysis are stored on another dedicated file of the

magnetic disk. These results are then available to the dis-

play software for interactive presentation to the user.

Most of the remaining performance measurements selected

as design requirements for the analysis software are available

24



upon display of the basic analysis computations just discussed.

Therefore, the display software must present these results

in the proper formats to portray these measurements.

One final set of analvsis computations have not been

discussed. These are the computations dealing with the a.c.

distortion of the generator output voltage waveform.

4. Distortion - Distortion of the voltage waveform is

determined by computing its Fourier representation. The

Fourier representation will accurately portray all distortion

components in the waveform if an infinite number of harmonics

are computed. However, because of the finite data sampling

rate of the data acquisition system, the Fourier representation

f£ of the test data is accurate for only a limited number of

harmonics.

The data sampling rate of the data acquisition system

is approximately 8800 hertz. By using the Nyquist sampling

criteria, waveforms of up to 4400 hertz can be accurately

analyzed. Therefore, the Fourier analysis procelure computes

up to the 11th harmonic of the output voltage waveform.

The Fourier series representation used for this measure

of waveform distortion is given by the following equation.

f(t) = a, 211

T + T @i_ (an cos wnt + b sin wnt) (6)

where

2rn
T period and Wn T
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The magnitude of the frequency component at each harmonic

is given by

Na 2 +b2
n  n

where

. 2 T  f(t)dt - the averaae value of the waveform

2fT 2n tT.fo
an - f(t) cos T dt - the cosine components (7)n ro T

bn -T fI f(t) sin dt - the sine components
T

Harmonic analysis of the generator output voltage wave-

form is generally of interest only during portions of the test

in which conditions are essentially steady-state. During

changjes in electrical load or acceleration/deceleration of

the generator, the output voltage will usually contain wave-

form distortion which is not of interest. Therefore, the

computation of Fourier coefficients is not carried out over

the entire range of test data as for the rms and frequency

calculations. Doing this would require storing a large amount

of mostly useless data on the intermediate disk file.

Instead, computation of the Fourier coefficients is

deferred until display of the test data. At this time, the

user selects the particular time range over which the har-

monic analysis is to be performed. Additionally, it is

possible to determine the Fourier representation of each
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individual cycle of the voltage waveform. However, in order

to compare the Fourier representation to those produced by

instruments such as spectrum analyzers, it is usually more

desirable to compute the mafgnitudes of the harmonic components

based on an average over several cycles. The user also

selects the number of cycles over which to carry out this

computation. This completes the formulation of algorithms

to derive the required calculations. Next, a software

system was designed to implement these algorithms.

Figure 6 presents a top-level description of the soft-

ware modules that comprise the analysis system. Basically,

an executive routine drives three subordinate modules. One

module handles input of the raw test data; one module per-

forms the numerical analyses; and one module outputs the

results to the storage device. The 'ollowin, section of

this thesis presents the implementation of this software

des i "n.

Imp 1 enent.it ion

A source listinq for the analysis software system is

presented as Appendix A. These routines implement the

generator performance computations described earlier.

Presented here is a brief explanation of this software.

The basic task of the system, illustrated in Figure 6,

is to input the raw test data stored on the disk, calculate

the specified performance measurements, and store the results
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back on the disk. These results are then available to the

display software system.

To perform this data analysis process, first a root

module ANIALYSIS was written to direct three other modules

which each perform a basic function. The first of these

routines READA supplies two successive values of each

phase voltage and current to the root module. These data

values are floating point representations of the A/D con-

verter outputs. Also returned is the time of the data

sample measured from the beginning of data acquisition. The

time values are "adjusted" double precision representations

of the output of a reference clock circuit which is part of

the data acquistion electronics.

On the first call to READA, the first two blocks of

generator test data must be obtained for return to the root

module. On all subsequent calls, only one new data block

is obtained. The routine READA obtains each individual

data block by calling the routine GETBLK.

The routine GETBLK performs the conversion of the

raw test data to a form useable by the numerical integration

routine. An explanation of the format of the raw test data

is now in order. The output of the multiplexing electronics

of the data acquisition system consists of a stream of 10-

word blocks, each word being 16 bits wide. Figure 7 illus-

trates this data stream.
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The first word of a data block is a null input produced

by a data buffer in the acquisition electronics which is

hardwired to logic zero. is null word is used by ,ETIBLK

to locate the beginning of cdat, blochs. The second word

of the block is the output of a 16-bit counter driven by a

10 1mhz crystal. (This counter hais been referred to pre-

viously a,-, the reference clock. circuit.) This time signal

is required for the numcrical intepration perforted in the

data analysis. The next six word of the data blocl: are

each the 12-bit binary output of one of the six A/D conver-

ters. The four low-order bits of the 16-bit data word are

hardwired to locic one. The ninth word of the block is a

parity aord computed for the eight previous words of the

block by an electronic circuit located in the data acquisi-

tion system. The final vord is a chccksum word also computed

for the first eight words by the data acquisition electronics.

These two data integrity words; are used by diagnostic soft-

ware which can exercise the data acquisition system-i, to de-

tect possible transmission errors.

These 10-word data blocks are stored sequentially on

a file of the magnetic disk durin(r test execution. The

routine GETDLK must access Cach data block, convert it

to useable form, and supply it to the routine READA.

GETBLI performs this task in the folloving manner. On the

initial call, the raw data is scanned to find the first

null word which mark.,; the beg!inning of the first full data
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block. Next , the reference timing word is processed. This

timing word is produced by a 16--bit counter which resets to

zero approximately every 13 milliseconds. Therefore the

routine GETBLK keeps track of these "roll-overs" so as

to provide a constantly increasing reference time. The time

signal is also converted to double precision.

Next, each A/D converter reading is input and con-

verted to floating point. This conversion consists of (1)

multiplying by a factor which converts the 12-bit binary to

floating point, (2) adding a zero offset value, and (3) multi-

plying by a scale factor to convcrt the A/D converter reading

to equivalent volts or amps. The zero offset values and

scale factors are computed for each A/D converter during a

pre-test calibration procedure.

And, finally, GETBLK advances past the two data integ-

rity words. Thus upon the next call to GETBLK, the data

file should be positioned on a null word which marks the

beginning of the next data block.

The routine READ30 handles the task of inputting each

data word from the disk. READ30 returns the next sequential

word from the data file on each successive call until an

end-of-file mark is detected. An end-of-file flag is then

set which signals the routine ANALYSIS that all raw test

data has been processed. In addition, the initial call to

READ30 rewinds the disk file and initializes all variables.

Thus, this three-level set of routines supplies data values
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to the routine ANALYSIS.

The routine ANALYSIS then passes these data values

to the routine which carries out the numerical integ, rations

required to implement the calculations described earlier in

Section II. This routine is named NUMIINT. A basic descrip-

tion of this routine is as follows. Since all of the numer-

ical integrations must be performed over one complete cycle,

the routine must detect positive-sloped zero crossovers which

mark the beginning and end of a cycle. Thus the routine first

searches the voltage values until it finds the beginning of

a cycle. OC- each successive call, it accumulates the summa-

tions necessary to compute the integrals required in the cal-

culations. When the end of a cycle is detected, the various

calculations are completed and these values are returned to

the routine ANALYSIS.

Each phase of test data must be processed separately.

An independent integration range is required for each of the

three phases of crnerator output data. This is due to the

possibility cf their slightly different frequencies noted ear-

lier. The integrations involving phase currents are performed

over the same time range as the corresponding phase voltage.

By processing each phase of data independently, no

assumptions are made concerning the phase relationship or

frequencies of the individual phases. This generality would

allow 400 1Iz data to be examined on one chnnnel, 60 11z data

on another, and possibly d.c. on another. This flexibility
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is generally not needed for standard generator performance

tests, but it is quite useful in the analysis of other types

of electronic systems.

Once ANALYSIS receives a completed set of analysis

computhtions (indicated by flag values), it must place these

results on a storage device for later use by the display

system. ANALYSIS calls the routine D'f'RITE to accomplish

this.

The routine DVWRITE sequentially outputs each packet

of analysis results along with a key denoting the phase which

the data represents to a dedicated file of the magnetic disk.

The assembly code routine WRIT29 is called to write each

data word to the disk file. The routine DINIT is called

by ANALYSIS to rewind this file at the beginning of analysis.

The routine DWEOF is called to close the data file when

ANALYSIS determines that all test data has been processed.

The final step of the implementation of the analysis

soft.are system was to perform accuracy measurements. The

followin2 section discusses the results of these accuracy

tests.

Accuracy Ileasurements

As part of the design requirements for the analysis

software system, error limits were specified. These limits

were -0.5 volts rms for voltage measurements, -1.0 amps rms

for current measurements, and ±0.5 hertz for frequency
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measurements. The algorithms selected to compute rms

values and period measurements were shown to have theoretical

errors much less than these goals. However, to provide

complete assurance of the accuracy of the analysis soft-

ware, two operational tests of the system were conducted.

The first test involved applying the analysis system

to a software-generated input. This test input was provided

by substituting the lowest level data handling routine,

GETBLX, with a routine which supplied calculated sine func-

tion values so as to simulate actual generator test data.

This test is very similiar to the software testing which was

performed on the individual algorithms during their selec-

tion; however, this represents a more complete test of the

accuracy of the analysis system. The test input was selected

tu be a 400 Hz sine wave with peak magnitude of 162.61 volts.

The calculated results should then be 115 volts rms and 400 Hz.

Actual results of the analysis with this test input are dis-

played in Figure 8. As can be seen, calculated values for

rms voltage and rms current differ from the expected results

by at most +0.1 unit. This (!rror is well within the design

limits. The values for frequency are exact to one decimal

place. However, since in this case data sampling and the data

waveform are essentially synchronized, this test does not

adequately measure the accuracy of the frequency calculation.

The other accuracy test performed with the system con-

sisted of performing analysis on a known electrical input.
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This input was supplied by a 400 Hz reference power supply.

The voltage output of the source was measured by a true rms

voltmeter having an accuracy of ±0.008 volts. This voltage

output was measured to be 128.4 volts rms. The frequency of

the souirce was measured by a frequency counter to be exactly

400 hertz.

Figure 9 presents the results derived by the analysis

software system for this test input. The avera7 3 value of

the calculated rms voltage over the time range displayed is

128.54. Thii differs from the measured value by +0.14 volts.

The average value for frequency is 399.93 hertz. T-ii differs

from the measured value by -0.07 hertz. These error magni-

tudes are well within the design limits.

No error determinations for current measurements were

performed as part of this test. This was because the method

for developing current measurcmdnts makes it difficult to

obtain an accurate ammeter reading for the current. However,

the results of the previous test using a software-generated

input insures that the analysis system will compute rms

current with the required accuracy.

Thus, these two tests demonstrate that the analysis

software system performs with the accuracy specified in the

design goals. This level of a.curacy makes the test facility

and analysis system precise tools for determining generator

performance measures. Next, a means was required to present

the analysis results to the user. The next chapter discusses
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the display software system which was developed to serve

this function.
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III. Disolay Software ',ytem

Reui reents

The next major tas : in this p'o.)ect L. ,. tO i:

set oF (disp lay softare. This software a]lo:.' t 'v

engineer to cxa:mine the iorfor;.mincc ee...QJ C -- G,\r:

by the analysis software syster:;. 'The first .;Lo"' :-, -

opin7 this softwa-re system was to specify its deoci.l

requireiments.

Follo*..rin, are the dcsizn rcquirecents for tho *.' .

softw.:are selected ,,ith concurrence of the lao,

for this project. First, the display systei U:,: , : .

active so that the user can select the desirn"1 dj." , ,1

display time ranr'e, and particular ohase of ,e(n(---

data. The outp)ut device used to irmle,,,ent te d ,i , "'

a Te-.:toni x 4010 terminal with hard-copy option. I t.: c ro:.;'-

hair function was used to provide the user a method of intr-

active rer;ponse.

Next, a set of display formats were selected _rhich

would present the generator performance jieauremn.., in a

clear and concise manner.

Following is a list of the selected formats:

1. Instantaneous values (plot) - This display pr-

sents the instantaneous values of a selected nhusie

voltage and current versus time over the time ran re
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selected by the user. The actual plot is rfen-

erated by connecting the individual-A/D converter

readings. A value for the average power factor is

computed over the displayed time and presented on

the plot.

2. Instant'ancous values (table) - This display

presents in tabular form the instantaneous volta-,c,

current, and time values of a selected phase over

a selected time range. The values displayed are

the scaled A/D converter readin:;s and the "adjusted"

output of the reference timer.

3. R-S values (plot) - This display nrescnts the

rms values of a selectel phase volta.ge ind current

versus time over the time rang7e selected by the user.

This plot is generated by connecting the rms values

corputed by the analysis software.

4. PI!S values (table) - This display ,)resents in

tabular form a value for rms voltage, rris current,

power factor, period, and test time for each cycle

of t'ie selected phase over a selected time range.

5. Frequency deviation - This display plots the

frequency versus time for a selected phase over a

selected time ran-e. By centering the plot about

400 11z (the nominal frequency for generator output),

this plot will display frequency deviation. Pre-

sented in the same display is a plot of rrns phase

voltage versus time. This plot is for reference
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purposes and usually demonstrates the cause for

any frequency deviation.

6. Harmonic content - This display presents a

histogram of the magnitudes of each integral

harmonic of the base frequency. "his harmonic

analysis is performed for the ni.mber of harmonic.s,

over the nunber of cycles, and for the phase sel-

ected by the user. Values for the base frequency

and total harmonic distortion are computed and dis-

played.

To make the display system easy to use, the user should

generally be able to select any of the display options after

the display of any other. In several instances, this is not

possible. In particular, the harmonic content calculation

and display will be available only after plotting the instan-

taneous phase values. Only from the phase values display can

the user select meaningful parameters necessary for the harmonic

analysis computation.

Also since the two tabular displays have no time scale

associated with them, these displays can not be used for

selecting another option. Therefore after the display of

one of the tabular options, a display which has a time scale

must be generated before further nlot options can be selected.

This display was chosen to be a summary plot of the entire

test ns represented by rms values versus time of all six data

channels over the full time range.
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This concludes the discussion of the design requirements

specified for the display software system. A set of required

display options has been selected. The general user/soft-

ware interfaces have also been presented. The next step in

implementing the display software was to design a system of

software modules to satisfy these requirements.

Desi cn

The design of the display software lends itself very

well to a modular approach. Figure 10 illustrates the struc-

ture of the display software system. First, a root module

directs operation of the entire system. Submodules perform

the actual implementation of the display. Two modules allow

the user to specify the display option, phase, and time

range of the next plot. Then a separate module generates

the plot for each display option. Access to both the raw

tesLt data and the analysis results is required. The same

routines which w'ere used by the analysis system to access

the raw test data are used by the display system. New

routines are required to access the analysis results.

Implementation

The source listings for all routines used in the dis-

play software system are included as Appendix B. Following

is a brief discussion of this software. Much of the explan-

ation of this software i s deferred to the display system

user's manual included as Appendix C.
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The root module DISPLAY, as commanded by user responses,

directs overall operation of the display system. The user is

prompted to provide the responses which control execution of

the display. First, the user is given the option of executing

the routine ACSPEED. This routine determines the data

sampling rate by calculating the frequency of the voltage

waveform and countin,- the average number of data points

present in several cycles.

Next the routine QKPLOT is executed which produces

a summary plot of all rms values over the entire test rancre.

An averaging scheme is employed so that only 100 points are

4 plotted for each signal. This summary plot is used initially

to select further plot options and time ranges with which to

examine the generator performance. This plot is also used

after either of the tabular displays have been presented or

whenever a laraer display time range is required.

After presentation of the summary plot, the routine

PICKOPT enables the user to select one of the plot options.

The routine PICKTIPE allows the user to select the begin-

ning and ending times over which to present the selected

display. The Tektronix Plot-1O subroutine VCURSR is

invoked for use of the crosshairs of the terminal. The para-

meters selected by the user define the next di,;play.

The display options and the routine which implements

them are presented in Figure 11. A complete explanation of

each option and its use are included in the user's manual.
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OPTION DEOCfRTPTION ROUTINE

IS - Plot of chosen phase rms ISOLATE
voltage and current over
selected time ran;ge.

PR - Table of chosen phac rms PRINTVAL
values over selected time
range. Provision for 1-9
readings to be averaged
before Printout.

CY - Plot of instantaneous PLOTCY
values of chosen phase
over selected time range.
Average Power factor over
time range is displayed.

PC - Table of instantaneous PRINTCY
values of chosen phase

over selected time range.

FQ - Plot of frequency devia- FREQDEV
tion of chosen phase over
selected time range. Plot
of rms Phase voltage over
time range is also given.

QK - Summary plot of all three QKPLOT
phases of rms values.
Values are averaged to
produce 100 points.

Figure 11. Display Options

Each display routine calls various Tektronix Plot-lO

subroutines to produ, iequired display. Figures 32-.18

illustrate these display formats. Each Plot is labelled to

allow easy interpretation of the data, normally with the

maximum values and the startin, and ending test times
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represented in the display. In initial plots, default

values must be used in settiny the display screen dimensions.

Therefore, some parameters may be plotted "off screen".

Later displays will use the proper screen dimensions which

have been determined during earlier plotting.

Thus the user interactively controls the display soft-

ware system to produce displays of the generator performance

during the test. Fully commented source listings of all

routines used by the display software system (excluding the

Plot-lO routines) are included as Appendix B. A complete

user's manual describing the use of the display system is

included as Appendix C.
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IV. Conc]usions

In order to adequately discuss conclusions about the

two software systems developed in this project, one must

draw some conclusions about the Generator Test Facility

itself. This test facility represents the most advanced

system in the United States for conducting performance

testing of aircraft electrical generating systems. Repre-

sentatives from all leading generator manufacturers and

other government agencies have witnessed operation of the

facility and attest to its uniqueness.

Several factors distinguish this test facility from

others like it. Computer control of the test facility

allow,, a wide variety of different test conditions to be

conducted and requires a minimum of personnel for operation.

Computer control also facilitates safety monitorinq of the

test generator system.

The use of high speed analog-to-digital (A/D) conve.-ters

represents a significant improvement in the acquisition of

the generator test data. The fast conversion time of the

A/D electronics provides the capability of examining rela-

tively high speed transients in the generator output. Con-

version of the analor, representations of the generator output

to digital format allows a wide range of sophisticated

analysis techniques to be applied to the data.
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This thesis project involved implementinR a set of

analysis computations to be performed on the generator

test data. The selected set of computations derives

numerical measures of the performance of an electrical ryen-

erator in response to conditions of a test. Experience with

the test facility has shown it to be a very valuable research

and development tool. Extensive series of tests have been

completed on several advanced aircraft electrical generator

systems. The results of these tests have shown Air Force

engineers aspects of the systems' performance which were

previously unavailable. The two software systems developed

during this project are critical components of the Generator

Test Facility. They provide the facility with the analysis

and display mechanisms necessary to make it a useful test

tool.

The software systems themselves exhibit several dis-

tinguishing features. The accuracy of the analysis software

system has been demonstrated. This accuracy was attained by

implementing precise algorithms in careful programning to

achieve the computations. The value of this accuracy is

that great confidence can now be placed in the test results.

The structure of the analysis software itself is signif-

icant. The top-down, modular approach used in designing

the software resulted in a very understandable and straight

forward system. The system is easy to maintain and ea.,y

to update. As a result, the test facility is able to not
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only fulfull its original mission but also can be restruc-

tured to serve other test functions. To date, the test

facility and analysis system have been used for electric

motor testing and aircraft power controller testing. These

tests required some specialized analysis routines, but the

modular design of the analysis software allowed them to be

added easily. In summary, the distinguishin features of

the analysis software system are its accuracy and modular

desi rn.

The display software system also has several distin-

guishing features. Foremost is the straightforward manner

in which the displays are presented. The displays present

the 1,enerator performance measures in formats which are

clearly labelled and easy to understand. In fact, hard

copies of the display plots have been used to produce view-

graphs for presentations to upper level management about

both the test facility, itself, and the Renerator systems

under test. Additionally, hard copies of the display pre-

sentations are used directly in the technical reports written

to describe the performance of the gcencrator system under

test.

The interactive control of the display system is also

noteworthy. By issuing prompt messages, the software

instructs the user in his selection of the display formats.

In addition, a comprehensive user's manual was written for

the display system. As evidence of the ease of using the
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display software, the engineering technician of the test

facility has been trained to use the display system.

Again, the display software was modularly desi,-,ned

and implemented. This type of design provides easy software

maintenance and update. This feature should prove very

useful. The addition of a new display format will invclve

writing a new routine to provide the display und lirilin:- it

into the system. Thus the system can be kept current to

meet the needs of examinin!: any new type of generation -ystemq.
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Appendix C Display Software User's ranual

Introduction

This manual describes the user interaction with the

display software system. This software allows the user to

display the generator test data on the Tektronix 4010 term-

inal in a number of formats. The user selects the parti-

cular format by entering a two character option word. He

selects the time range of the display by using the cross-

hairs of the display terminal. Thus the user s( lects the

format and time range of the data to be displayed. Mlessages

are output with each display directing the user in what

display otions are available and how to invoke them. The

following discussions describe each display format and

the associated user interactions.

E xecution of Routine

T'iere are two methods in which to initi.ate execution

of the display softwire. First, the display software is

autoiiatically executed at the completion of the analysis

software. In instances where the analysis and display

software have been executed previously and a re-display is

rcquired, the user can initiate execution of the display

software by typing the followin,- commands on the 'e'troni

keyboard.
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The routine will respond with the followring message.

*TEST DATA AVA-0L7FO DIFSPLAY *

***FOR, DATA ACQ)IJI SI PIOH DATE.- IUFOR:IAION

ENTiER 'YE ' ; 17-0tI1i , FR GNERZATOR
TEST SUTI1;.!ARY PLTO', flT 

7
j po,
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Sample Rate Display

At this point, both the data file containing the raw

test data and the file containing the analysis results have

been rewound. Since the data acquisition system can run

at several data rates, the user can determine the parti-

cular sample rate in effect for this set of test data.

The routine accesses the first few cycles of raw test data

and counts the average number of data samples per cycle.

This information is displayed in the format illustrated in

Figure C-1.

When the user has fini-shed aith this display, he must

respond by entering "GO". This causes the Tc,-tronix

screen to be erased and the test summary plot to be dis-

played.
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Test Summary Plot

The test summary plot is the first data plot displayed

whenever the display software is executed. This format

displays the rms values of all six data channels versus

time. Figure C-2 illustrates the test summary plot.

Each point plotted is averaged over a time range such

that only 100 points per channel are displayed. This for-

mat displays the entire time range of the test and thus

serves as a test summary.

From this initial plot, all other display options can

be selected. When the entire display has been plotted and

all labelling is complete, the user can produce a harrd cony

of the display by depressing the COPY switch on the Tek-

tronix keyboard. When the user is fini:shed with this di.s-

play, he must enter "GO". The followinj messafge is then

displayed.

ENTER PLOT OPTIONS,
FOR LIST OF OPTIOIS, ENTER '??'

If the user responds with "??", the routine lists a menu

of the available display format options. This menu is

illustrated in Figure C-3.

Following is a discussion of each display option and

its use. The options are discussed in alphabetical order

since, in general, they may be chosen in any order.
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Instantaneous Phase Values (CY)

This format presents the instantaneous values of the

voltage and current of the phase selected versus the

time range selected.

The user selects this display format by entering "CY".

The user must now select four parameters which determine

hoa the instantnneous phase value display is to be plotted.

First, he must position the appropriate croashair along the

time axis of the current display. to the desired starting

time. Next the user must enter the phase (1,2, or 3) of

generator data to be displayed. Now the user must position

the crosshair to select the endin7 time for the display and

set the highlight flagy on or off.

The hig'hlight flag determines whether individual data

points in the voltage waveform will be highlig,,hted. To

set the flag, the user enters a ,1"; to reset, a "O"

Fi-ure C-4 presents an instantaneous phase value display

without highlighting; Fture C-5, with highlighting.

When the user is finished with the display, he enters

"GO". The following message is then displayed.

FOP HEPLOT USINrl, ACTUAL "C.LII"
ENTER ' RE ' " :1','. S P I '] ' t IR 'GO ,

The initial plot has been scaled to accomodate the larg;est

inotantaneous value present over the entire time range.

In plots of a lesser t.ine range, this scaling is often not

appropriate. By enterin. , "RE", the user causes the previous
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display to be replotted with scnlinfy to accommodate the

maximum value over the ran!7e displayed.

When the user i.s finished with the display or if the

replot is not cho-en, he enters- "GO". The following

mcessa,,re is then displayed.

TO Pe",; F0 ?" FOUIIT AX!ALYSI2:7
ENTER ' YF ; OTI rl UJI.,FiT

ny entering, "Ye:", the uspr direct,, the soft,.-are to cl-

culate a Fourier rcnlrezentation of the voltage waveform

dislaedoverr the time rainpe and according to the option

he now; selects.

The user r.u:-t now :-elect the be-inning cycle of the

rarv~e over whl-ich the h-armonic an-lysis will be performed.

He aligtns thc horizont-Ul crossl-i,-r to a position just

before the bini of that cycle and enters the num-,ber

of the paeto he anailyzed. To complete the procedure,

hie must po.-ition thc crosshair to a later time and strike

another ke y. This la!sL; tine value and input are not used

by the software1-. The user defines the extent of the

an-Jly iS later-.

The routine will then display the following message.

FINTrT? l T OF 11A ?f11IC') TO Y'FCOf:1UTE], T2

Bca,.use the data s.1igrAe is, variable, the user Must

specify to whtextent the harm~onic analysis will be valid.
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At the usual samnlinr rate of approximately 8800 hertz, the

analysis for 400 hertz waveforms is accurate un to the 11th

harmonic. Therefore the user should enter an integer from

2 to 11 in an 12 format.

The routine will then output this mes;sa-e.

EN1TER NU-:DER O' CYCLES OVEB '.'I 1CI ;!A11O1,HIC
ANALYSIS .I,, ]E B.OR:;ED , 2

The software can calculate a Fourier renresentation over

a sin-le cycle of the voltage waveform. !owever in order

to compare the results to those produced by a spectrum

analyzer, it is usually more useful to perform the com-
mutation over several cycles. The user selects a ranqe

of from 1 to GO cycles in an 12 format.

The routine .ill no. compute a Fourier representation

for the .:vveform selecteli. Fi-ure C-; Js an examiple of the

reltin, ciplay. '.'hen the user is finishod with the dis-

ploy, he enters "1 O".

The routine :ill r,;eond with the follouirg message.

FOR{ PLOT OF 'J,AVEF']TI RlEP {V2El'rED BY VOURI ER CO , E'ICIEiE S
Er.r.P "Cj ; OTIT.1 II I , t EI'E: r I I O

Choow;in this option produce'-. a disp.'U oF the calculated

Foinrier re:1re;ntation 1)al in n the tirw' ,loeain. ' is plot

give; the user con fi isore i n t! re.s ll.,; oi- the hrtrmonic

ana],rsi.s. Fi-,ure C-7 j. ,in e., ' e of this lisi]:iy.
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When the user is finished with the time domain plot

or if that option is not chosen, he enters "GO". The

routine will automatically replot the original test summary

plot. This plot must be displayed when a format has Just

been produced which has no time axis (as in this case) or

when a larger time rankle is desired than the one in the

current display.
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Frequency Deviation (FQ)

This format displays a plot of the frequency deviation

about 400 hertz of the phase selected versus the time range

selected. A plot of the rms phase voltage deviation about

115 volts over the time range is also presented.

The user selects this display format by entering "FQ".

Hext, he must enter the starting time for the display and

the phase to be displayed. To do so, he aligns the appro-

priate crosshair to the position on the time axis which cor-

responds to the desired starting time and enters the phase

number (1,2, or 3). Then he selects the ending time of the

disalay by aligning the crosshair and striking any char-

actor. This second character is not used but for clarity

should correspond to the phase number.

Figure C-8 presents a typical display of the frequency

deviation option. Vhcn the user is finished, he must enter

"GO". The routine wi.ll respond with the following message.

FOR 1"EPLOT WIT'E-' XPANDED VOLTAGE SCAL2
EN,!TE]R ' Eli ' ; OT) 11. .Z. S EN]TE 'GO

In some instances, the voltage deviation exceeds that al-

lowed by the initial display thus plotting some values

"off-screen". By selccting, this replot, the voltage scale

i; cxpanded to acconmodate viation.

When the user is finished with the replot or if that

ottion is not selected, the ue;or enters "GO". At this

point, the "EN'TER PLOT OPTIONS" message is output and the
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user is allowed to select any of the other Possible dis-

play options.
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Rms Phase Values (IS)

This format displays the rms voltage and current

values of the phase selected versus the time range

selected. Several power calculations are performed over

the time range and their results are also displayed.

The user selects this display formai by entering

"IS". lie then positions the crosshair along the time axi:a

of the current display to select the starting time for the

rms display and enters the phase (1,2, or 3) to be displayed.

Next, he positions the crosshair to select the ending tite

and strikes another character. Again this second character

is not used but it is recommended that the phase number

again be entered.

Figure C-9 presents a typical olot of rms values.

When the user is finished with this display, he crters "O("1.

Again, the "EiITER PLOT OPTIOIS" ' message is outout and any

of the display ontions can now be selected.
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Instantaneous Phase Values Table (PC)

This format displays a table of instantaneous voltage

and current values and the corresponding test times of the

phase selected over the time range selected.

The user selects this option by typing "PC". Then

the user positions the crosshair along the time axis of

the current display to select the starting time for the

table and then enters the phase (1,2, or 3) to be displayed.

Then he selects the ending time and strikes any character.

Again, this second character is not used but for clarity

should be the phase to be displayed.

The routine then begins outputtin;,T the table of in-

stataneous values. The routine lists a screen full of

values, issues a beep allowin-, the user time to make a

hard copy. When the user is finished w..,ith the current

disnlay, he strikes' any two characters which causes the

routine to erase the screen and output the next screen

full of values.

Figure C-1O presents a typical display of a table of

instantaneous values. When the user is finished with the

last screen full of values, he enters "GO". Since this

display format has no time axis, the test summary plot is

again produced automtically
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General Plot of Instantaneous Values (PL)

This display format is similiar to the plot of Instan-

taneous phase values (CY) except that the user can select

a plot of the values of any two data channels.

The user selects this option by entering "PL". Next,

the user positions the crosshair to select the starting time

for the display and enters the number of the data channel

(1-6) to be plotted in the upper portion of the display.

Then the user positions the crosshair to select the endirg

time for the display and enters the number of the data

channel to be plotted in the lower portion of the display.

Figure C-1I presents a typical display of this type
I

of instantaneous values plot. ',hen the user is finished

with the display, he enters "GO". The "ETER PLOT OPTIOJ7N;'

message is output and the user can now select any of the

other display options.
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Rms Phase Vrilues Table (PR)

This format presents a table of rms voltage values,

rms current values, power factors, frequency values, and

the corresponding test times.

The user selects this option by entering "Pfl". Next,

the user positions th- crosshair along the time axis of the

current display to select the starting time for the table

and enters the phase (1,2, or 3) to be displayed. Then he

positions the crosshair to select the ending time and enters

the number of cycles over which to average the instantaneous

values before display (1-9). Normally no averaging is

neces;ary, but in some instances this averaging feature is

useful.

The output pa:gin- , described with the instantaneous

values table is also used wYith the rms values table.

Figure C-12 presents a typical display of this type. When

the user is finished with the last screen full of rms values,

he enters "GO". Again since this format has no time axis,

the test summary plot is automatically produced.
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Quick RePlot (0K)

In instances where the current display format has no

time axis from w;hich to select starting and endin, times

or when a larger time range is desired, the user must

select a replot of the original test summary by entevin-

"QK". Discussion of this display format nas been pro-

sented earlier.
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Exi ttin~:Drlo ,ft:r

T-.hen all dcrerclid2ly or -enerator trtdata

have been nroducccl, t'hc ime~r c;:it.8 the clisplay softaare

by answecri n', th e '22'0 ~ oswewt
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